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The aim of this Investigation is to examine Tensor Theoay 
frcaa an abstẑ act point of view and develop a siuçile representation 
for what is ccœcaonly referred to as “Tensers** The representation 
shall present the Tensor Theory in general in such a v ay as to be 
readily understandable to one possessing no previous knowledge of 
the subject*
The définition of Tensor Fields and Tensor Field £ÿ-steias lends 
itself well to eaproasion in tera^ of matrices arKi Jacobians* This 
sirple representation enables the mati^matician, with the elementary 
operations of matrices and Algebra in mind, to grasp the basic ideas 
of Tenaca? Theory very rapidly, avoiding the tedious, time consuming 
procedure of deciphering billy, couçlicated notation*
It is the opinion of the author that this representation will 
remove the veil of rystery presoatly slircwdlng the “Tensor* for 
many students*
— 1 —
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EPJ^.ICTAKr CONCEPTS
In associating Tensor Theory and Matrix Algebra ve shall 
be concerned with Ei'clidean n-spacc, and gixmps^ ^  , of
ffotoiaorphisms of The wca?d "group" is used in the abstract
8ens@4
3ja applied mathematics it is convenient when considering 
transformations to regard the image point as a new representatioai 
of the old point. Abstractly we say slr̂ ily that the transforntaticaa 
is a mapping of one point caito another, i,e,, given g 6 ^  and 
r, a point in g(r) % f, or r — ^r by the transformation
g« The abstract view lends Itself more readily to developing the 
theory, whereas the other is quite useful in setting up a maths— 
matieal model for reali^#
—  2 —
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Consider a trarsst’onaatiorty g, and a point rt , # * # )
of vhidb under the transformation g maps Into rt • • • p^)i
1#»** g(r) ■ e • #  r • • •
fonaatloa g. and z4 s * » . ,2
atloa g**̂ # Associated with this transformat.
defined aas
r.^se
# •
(1) = •»
P
*
e « # # 
#
fPf? a s p
a  .2
• • • * ^  ̂
a  2^
• • • •
d ; ^
# #
^g-1 « »#
#
# # * * *
#
j^j£.
— 3 “
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The subsoriprtSÿ g* are to làentify the traneforimtlcm#
3h tj» seqoi^ ve shall ecmeider only those transformations, g 
and g^, whose oompcaieiits are Independent and possess Gontzmnms
first pairtial derivatives* This Inqplles the Jacobian cf the trans-
fcarmatlcn exists and is noa>-slngular* Groups which consist
entirely c£ such trsnsfcrm&tltms will be called ŝ dmlssRble.
J* shall denote the transpose of J #s e
(3) J< =
fS *
• ^3£, 
S>J-
Thearoa It If g Is an element of the admlssable group. than
U)
Proof#
-1
g
1# Scacolnikoff, Advanced Calculus* pp ̂ 33-434.
— 4  -
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Bonce 'g 'g-1 1
Jg V i
J-1 J
s
J 1 J-1g-i "" g
TbôOT&sa. 2t XT g acui h are eleæœnts of an adriissable grc^p,
than = 'h'g •
Proof*
W t  g(r) s P and h(f) « ? •
The rcw of le
^    ^
Tfae ooiLunai of J is
111̂.ÎB̂» • • • • ÿ ^  ̂
x3 <D
Henoe the el^zent of the row and cdissa of Jĵ  la
vhioh la recĉ nlisahle as ^  and la the element cf the 1 ^
row and e d u m  of J. •hg
(:) 'hg = ' h V
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Frca Tboore» 2 and the properties of the transpose of matrix 
prodnota, it follow that 
(6) Ji_ . ( j j , y  -
Similarly and by (4)
^  = Ch f - ' g - i ' w  •
Definition 1« The transforxnatioxi g will be called csrthogonal if 
g(r) c A r, where A is a constant orthogonal matrix» i.e.,
A A' - I.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Before ̂ fjrAng Tenaw Flelda and Tenaor Field Systems in general^ 
let us cacandUto imotor flelda in rmtriz notation*
Dgjfin4ti«> p. SiQjpose that for every r e wo have associated a 
vector (an n at 1 oatzrix}» V(r), whose eooponents are functions over 
for Bcsm %â We shall say such a eoUection of vectors, V(r), 
r f IL* forms a Ifectcg Field over R •
?* let /Ô h& mx adialssahle group of autcexurphisms cf
and suppose that for erory g e ̂  we have a vector field, V (r),S
and that these vector fields be related in such a mmner that for
every r é
(3) ?^(r) . J^(r) V^(r)
wWre 0 is the identity of /V * We shall say that the collocticn
of vector fields, V (r), g 6 , forms a Vector Field System
6
with respect to the group
Lemmat If every element of is an orthogonal transfcsmatlon, th^ 
cocditicn (3) of Doflnltion 3 is equivalent to 
(9) ?g(r) = J|^(r) V,(r)
-  7 -
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This readily foUowm fro» Defijodtloo. 1. That is
J J» • Ig g
Benea = (Jp"^ z
b]
for soma ^ t 1/ it is zero 
for all g 6 h  m Since for g, h, }si é ^  ,
Note that if V^(r) c
Note* It is to be emphasized that expressions such as (8) and 
(9) are identities in r, however^ the argument r nh^n be 
omitted whenever the meaning is clear without it*
pieonaa 3t If is an admiss&ble group «f orthf^onal transform­
ations of (Jg J» s 1, [Jgj % 1) and if and ere two
vector field systems with respect to the growp yfy , then the 
colleotian of vector field systems Vg % Ug forms a vector field 
system with respect to •
IToofs We wish to show that the followirg relationship holds*
^g'^g " ^g (Vs * ̂ e>
*— 8 *“
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Rrom Definition 3 ve heve
Tg - - ^g
»g * ®g ■ J g ’fe * JgB.
Jg a * = [-u]
Cancying out the cross product gives for the first coiaponent of
' g ’'. * ' g V  
and for Jg (V^ x Û )f
- ’i"3> " - ’̂ >̂1 ) •
Zbqpanslon gives:
<*22“33 - * 2 3 V ‘V 3  - ’3V  ♦ <*3l‘23 " “21*33’‘’3°1 ' V 3 >
♦ <“21»32 - “3l‘22̂ <’i"2 - % )
CoÊ parlson of coefficients of like terms shows the coefficient in
J_ V_ X J Ü to be the cofactor of the respective coefficient g ® g e
in J (V X 0_)# Further expansion shows this true for all
K ® V
coB̂ poaenta and that the original cross product may be written:
V e  ̂  V .  = V ’ V
Since Jg is orthogonal, (Adj J^) - J| |jg|- J|, since jj^js 1 
by assumption. Hence, Vg x Hg = Jg(V^ x ü^),
- 9 -
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T s m m  m m
TEHSOa FIELD SYSTStlS
Definition Ẑt A Tejasor Field of rank two is an a x n xmtrlx, K(r), 
associated with each point v t whose elements are functions over
for some m#
iîasQT exeupqples of tensor fields will be recognized as we proceed* 
To stay with the familiar^ however, let tis consider the Jacobian of 
the transformation g which maps rt onto
* • • ,!^)* For fixed g e /v , is a tensor field,
since for each point, r* . * ,aP), of E there is
associated a constant matrix, J^*
It is customary to call a vector field a tensor field of rank 
one and these terms will be used interchangeably in the sequel*
Thus the following definition is merely a repetition of Definition 3* 
Let be an admissable group of automorphisms of 
and suppose that for every g f ^  we have a tensor field, M , of
rank one, and that these tensor fields be related in such a manner that
/
for every r En
(9) Mg = ■'gM,
— 10 —'
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where @ i# the Identity of Snch a collection of tensor
fields mhmll be called a Contravnrlant Tensor Hold System cf 
rank one with respect to the group #
Differentials*
Let f(3£̂ ,x̂ , # # be a function over Then we define
df to be a funotion over as follows*
n*l
X . X ’
2n
In applications # . . , are interpreted as
increiaents of ti^ independent variables xP", x^, # * . , xP respectively* 
Accordingly, for g e 9 d ^  • • • • , dSP are defined
as above, to be functions over R ^ , i*e*i
(10) <23̂  - X ^  x^ xP*^ ̂  * * . . * ^3^ x %
Then D g s
dx^
d3P
is a tensor field*
Hew for g a a, 3^ m xA so that dx^ a aP*^, end
-  11 *
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«
3̂
is also a tensor field#
It follows that Dg a J Is another way of writing i,tÙ}
fienoe the vector fields D form a tensor field system of rank one#
4: Lst be an admissable group of automorphisms of
and eiQjpose that for every g e we have a tensor field, of 
rank one and that these tensor fields be related in such a manner 
that for every r t
(11)
Such a coUection of tensor fields shall be called a Covariant
Tensor Held System of rank one with respect to the group a
Kxaaples- Gradient.
Let s(r) be a real-valued function over possessing 
ccntinuous first partial derivatives. In applied fields such 
functions arise and are required to remain invariant under a
—  12 —
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tranBfomsati on •
Define ^  e(r) 5
Accordingly, ve define S(r) g »(p^), where g(r*) s r# 
That iSÿ ve have a new function* g(r)* over such that its 
v&3xt& for the point r equals s(r*)» The question arises* what is 
the relationship between s(r) and s(r)« Certainly* each of 
these is a tensor field of rank one. Xn addition it is well known
from analysis that the following holds*
>
Hence Z /  *(r) . VB(r)
We laay summarise in the following theorem*
yheoreia Lt Let s^(r) be a real-valued function over possessing 
continuous first partial derivatives, and for each elMoent g of the
A .
Then for every g 6 the aatrloes \/ s s
admissable group J * let e^(r) s s^(r*), where g(r*) s r#
g form
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
m tensor field of rank one and the collection of tensor fields
S e p form a ©ovsriant tensor field system of rank one*
Frcaa preceding remarks it is clear that e (r) sr s(r) is snob thats
^  “g *
1* Let /(f be an admissable group of automorphisms of 
and segppose that for every g 6 ve have a tensor field, of
rank two and that these tensor fields be related in such a manner 
that for every r
(12) .
Such a collection of tensor fields shall be called a Contravariant 
Tensor Field System of rank two with resj^ct to the grotqp *
Theorem 5t Let V and U be vector field systems with respect
to an admissable group ^  • Then the coUecticsi of tensor fields
V D* form a comtravariant tensor field system of rank two %rith 6 g
respect to
Proof! c and \  ^  (8)
In Theorem 3 we showed that the vector cross product formed a
— 14- —
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veofcca: field system with respect to a group of orthogonal trai sforaations# 
In the approach to tensers from the applied point of view, tW coaaponents 
of the rector cross product are used to ejoenpllfy a contravBriant 
tensor field systm* We wish to point out that the canpoiients of the
vector cross produot are elements of V U* -* TJ ¥*g g g g
Definition &: Let be an admissable group of automorphisms of
and suppose that for every g é ^  we have a tensor field, K , of&
rank two, and that these tensor fields be related in such a manner 
that for every r é
(13) «g - .
Such a collection of tensor fields shall be called a Covariant
Tensor Field System of rank two with respect to the group /if •
Sxasiplet* EuoLidoan ̂ letric Tensor
l.et be an admissable group of automorphiaQs of
Define Q as follows# g
G » J* , J , g
Then =g = : V l
And thus y» tensor fields, G , form a Covariant Tensor Field Systemg
— 15 —
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of rank two.
For fixed g 6 ^  9 coDcider the differential vector field, D̂ , 
(3ee fflcaxffple 5) and define the 1 x 1  matrix ds^ of functions over 
^2n ̂  foUcws*
K  = ”g “g “g
In applied fields the right aeaber, expanded, is called the Pundemental
Quadratic Fcsna in space and the elements of G are the coefficients
g
In the expansion*
Ooflrd-tioa Q* Let Tae on admissahle group of autonorpMsiis of En
and suppcœe that for every g e ̂  vre have a tensor field, M , of
g
rank two, and that these tensor fields be related In suoh a Banner 
that for every r ^
< U )  “g  -  .
Such a collection of tensor fields shall be called a }$bced Tensor
Field System of rank two with respect to the grotq? ^  ,
Examplet— ü^onecker Delta
Ths customary lengthy development of this tenser may be summarised
hy our methods as follows*
Par each g e ^  , let M g I* Then the M form a mixed
a  g
— 16 —
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Censor field eyatem of rank two» l*e*,
: - • ' g ^ V i
Xbgfi£SSL̂ s Let K end M* be two tensor field systems of the& s
saiae rank and type. Then -f M* Is a tensor field system of that
same rank and type.
Proof» This requires a trivial emmeration of the possibilities»
Rank One»
= 'g("e * «:)
Rank Twos
\  * <  - 'g 4  * 's <  4  = • < ’> 4
Me * jÇ = j;_i jg_i • 3'g.i K  V i  = * < )  V i
Tbeotrem 7t Let Hg and be two tensmr field systems of rank one,
Then the product, K* K*, la a tensor field system of rank two. If 
and are o£ the same type the product will be of that type;
if th^ are of different types the product, or the transpose of tba
- 17 -
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produot, will b© of atiaced typo#
Proof» Again, an enumeration of the possibilities will suffice, 
Cîontravariant»
«g «3 = Cg
Covariant»
'<) 'g_i
mxeds
(if 4 ) ’ = 'gOy<') Jg-i
33:00%^ ̂ » Let M form a covarlant (contravariant) tensor field
s
system of rank two and a contravariant (covariant) tensor field
system of rank two with respect to a group Ij of admissable auto- 
morphisms of E^# Then forms a mixed tensor field system
of rank two#
Proof» By Definition Ss IL c J* n IL J -»g - g~x % g-X
Ey Definitlcm 7s M* « J II J*
Then m* m * _ t m  t» -rt
= Jg («B < )  Jg_i 
- 13 -
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Saaarast 9$ motiept
Let T be a vector field for each g & 3  and Ï Ï  a covariant g B
(coctraviurUuat)f noiMxull vector field system. If the real—valued 
funotlcai over TM is independent of g, i.e., V| Ujj
for g, h e ^  p then is a contxavarisnt (covariant) vector
field ̂ )TStem*
Proof. Ug . V  (9)
Thtm m J*® g S
£ünoo T» O - V» n
S g  ® ®
'A "e
Multiply both sides on the right by U*.
g
^  »g
by assunrptim. The cancellaticsaHow Ug ü| 0 since y  
law ap. lies giving
P J
-  19 -
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cmcmsioNs
It shcaald be evident from the foregoing that the basic ideas 
of Tensor Theory are mach easier to grasp when presented from the 
abslaract point of view# The applications can then be followed in 
ai^ notation*
Those who must apply Tensor Theory will, of course, find it 
necessary to go thrcmgh the details bat will find the reading easier 
because of their understanding of the basic ideas*
The differentiation Tensor ̂ sterns, the Euclidean Christoff el 
%mbols, and Covariant Iterivatives have been caaitted as they 
contribBite nothing to the objective of this paper*
—  20 —
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